"Flowers for Algernon" Exit Tweets

1) Pick 1 character from the story & create a Tweet that focuses on a character and shows your knowledge of a character and how they’ve changed or the theme that you see emerging in “Flowers for Algernon.”

2) It can be humorous or serious, but should show accurate knowledge of the story’s plot, characters &/or theme.

3) Use your Tweet to show your ability to analyze the story and its characters.

4) Put your name on the back of the Tweet as your exit ticket at this point in the story.
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Another day, another race against Algernon! At least I can beat him now. #winning #yourmovealgernon
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@Love2Teach

It's so amazing to see my students succeed and learn new things! @CGordo #Achievements
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You may have won this round @CGordo, but I can still take you! #bringiton #itsgoingdown
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